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Abstract: Coloring the vertices of a graph G according to certain condition is a random experiment and 
a discrete random variable X is defined as the number of vertices having a particular color in the given 
type of coloring of G and a probability mass function for this random variable can be defined 
accordingly. In this paper we extend the concepts of arithmetic mean and variance to the theory of 
equitable graph coloring and determine the values of these parameters. 
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1. Introduction: All graphs considered in this paper are finite, loopless and without multiple edges. A 

graph ))(),(( GEGVG = is said to be equitably k-colorable if the vertex set  can be partitioned 

into k independent subsets V1,V2,…VK such that 1£- ji VV  for all i and j. Each Vi  is said to form a 

color class. The smallest integer k for which G is equitably k-colorable is called the equitable chromatic 
number of G. W. Meyer [7] introduced the notion of equitable colorability. 
 
Coloring the vertices of a graph G according to certain condition is a random experiment. For a proper 
k-coloring  of , we can define a random variable (  which denotes the color of 
any arbitrary vertex in . As the sum of all weights of colors of  is the order of  the real valued 
function  defined by 

   

 Will be the probability mass function (p.m.f) of the random variable (r.v) X. 
 

Definition: Let { }kccccC .......,, 321=  be a certain type of proper -coloring of a given graph  and 

 denotes the p.m.f  of a particular color 
ic  assigned to the vertices of  . Then, 

1. The coloring mean of a coloring  of a given graph , denoted by  ( )Gcm  or simply ( )Gm , is defined 

to be ( )Gcm ( )iE  and  

2. The coloring variance of C is defined as . 
 
Equitable Chromatic Parameters of Graphs: An equitable coloring of a graph  is a proper coloring  
of  with an assignment of colors to the vertices of  such that the number of vertices in any two color 
classes differ by at most one. The equitable chromatic number of a graph  is the smallest number  
such that  has an equitable coloring with k colors. 
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Equitable Coloring Conjecture (ECC) [7]: For any connected graph G, which is neither a complete 

graph nor an odd cycle, ( ) ( )GGe D£c , where ( )GD  is the maximum vertex degree in G. 

Sudev et.al [9] have found the mean and variance of equitable coloring of certain graphs. 
 
Definition: A coloring mean of a graph  with respect to a proper coloring  is said to be an equitable 

chromatic mean or 
ec -chromatic mean of  if  is the minimum equitable coloring of  and the 

coloring mean is also minimum. The 
ec -chromatic mean of a graph  is denoted by ( )G

ec
m . 

 

Definition: The 
ec -chromatic variance of G denoted by ( )G

ecs 2
, is a coloring variance of G with 

respect to a minimal equitable coloring C of G which yields the minimum coloring sum. 
 

Definition: A coloring mean of a graph G, with respect to a proper coloring C is said to be a 
+

ec -

chromatic mean of  if  is the minimum equitable coloring of , but the coloring mean is maximum. 

The 
+

ec -chromatic mean of a graph  is denoted by ( )G
e
+

c
m . 

 

Definition:  The 
+

ec -chromatic variance of G denoted by ( )G
e
+

cs 2
, is a coloring variance of G with 

respect to a minimal equitable coloring C of G which yields the  maximum coloring sum. 
 

It is observed that by reversing the coloring pattern of the graphs and graph classes, we get the 
+

ec -

chromatic mean and variance of the respective graph classes. 
 
In the following discussions, we study the equitable chromatic parameters for central graph of Path, 
cycle, complete bipartite and complete graphs. 
 

Theorem: The ec -chromatic mean of central graph of path  is given by 

 

 And the ec -chromatic variance is 

 

Proof: Let  be the 
verteices that are included in the edges . 
 
Case-1: Suppose n is even.  
In  the vertex pairs  are all non adjacent. Hence they can be 

properly colored with  colors. Again the vertices in  are all non-adjacent. Hence they can be colored 

with the same  colors. 

Define   
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Then the chromatic parameters are given by  

Then,  and  

 
Case 2: Let n be an odd integer.  
The vertex pairs  are all non adjacent. Hence they can be properly 

colored with  colors. Again the vertices in  are all non-adjacent. Hence they can be equitably 

colored with the same  colors. 

Define   

Hence the chromatic parameters are given by  

Then,  and  

Corollary: The   -chromatic mean of central graph of path  is given by 

 

 And the -chromatic variance is 

 

Proof: The - chromatic variance are obtained by reversing the coloring pattern. 
 

Theorem: The ec -chromatic mean of central graph of cycle  is given by 

 

 And the ec -chromatic variance is 

 

Proof: Let  be the verteices 
that are included in the edges . 
Case 1: Suppose n is even.  
In the set  of vertices, vertex pairs  are all non adjacent. Hence they 

can be properly colored with  colors. Again the vertices in  are all non-adjacent. Hence they can be 

colored with the same  colors. 

Define   

Then the chromatic parameters are given by  
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Then,  and  

Case 2: Let n be an odd integer.  

The vertices in  can be properly colored with  colors. Again the vertices in  are all non-adjacent. 

Hence they can be equitably colored with the same  colors. 

Define   

Hence the chromatic parameters are given by  

Then,  and  

Corollary: The   -chromatic mean of central graph of cycle is given by 

 

 And the -chromatic variance is 

 

 
 

Theorem: The ec -chromatic mean of central graph of  is given by 

       

 and the 
ec -chromatic variance is    

Proof: Let  and let be the 

vertices that are included in the edges . 
In  the vertex set form a clique. Hence n colors are required for an equitable 
proper coloring. Again the set colored with the same colors. 

Define   

Then the  parameters are given by  

Then,  and . 

Corollary 1:  The   -chromatic mean of  is the same as the  

ec -chromatic mean and variance. 

Corollary 2: The ec -chromatic mean of central graph of the star   is given by 

       

 and the ec -chromatic variance is   . 
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Theorem: The 
ec -chromatic mean of central graph of complete graph  is given by 

 

and the 
ec -chromatic variance is 

 

Proof: Let  be the 

verteices that are included in the edges . Then there are  vertices in  

Case 1:   

Assign color 1 to all  , color 2 to the vertices  , color 3 to the 
vertices . 
 Then these three colors can be equitably given to all the vertices in . 

Define   

Which gives          

 

Case 2: . 

By assigning the colors to the vertices as in the previous case we get  

 

Hence the parameters are     

Corollary: The   -chromatic mean of central graph of complete graph is given by 

 

 And the -chromatic variance is 
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